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Greenwall Music Workshop

3 Way Cannon Blues (1936)
Sherman Foote, voice
Randall Neale, voice
Jason Wulkowicz, voice

SHERMAN FOOTE

The Elm Trees (1984)
Sherman Foote, piano

SHERMAN FOOTE

Triple Threat (1984)
Sherman Foote, piano/voice

SHERMAN FOOTE

Song Cycle (1984)
Text by James Johnson Sweeney

1. Ladybird Ladybird
2. Don't Care
3. Three Little Childrun

Anthony Cafritz, drum
Jason Wulkowicz, drum
Sherman Foote, voice/synthesizer/guitar
Patty Smith, dancer

SHERMAN FOOTE

I Forget (1984)*
Video by Jason Wulkowicz

SHERMAN FOOTE

Film Animations (1984)
By students of the Governor's Institute of the Arts.

SHERMAN FOOTE
Debut appearance of the Fat Boys

Blue Moon (1936)
Words by LORENZ HART
Music by RICHARD RODGERS
Sherman Foote, voice
Brian Mindlin, voice
John Schenck, voice
Jason Wulkowicz, voice

One Week (1984)*
SHERMAN FOOTE
DANIEL SHULMAN
Sherman Foote, guitar
Daniel Shulman, bass guitar

Passing From This Time (1984)*
A piece for processed voices
SHERMAN FOOTE
Sherman Foote, voice
Jason Wulkowicz, voice

Landscape (1984)
RANDALL NEALE
Sherman Foote, voice
Randall Neale, voice

Multinational (1984)
SHERMAN FOOTE
JIM NICHOLSON
Sherman Foote, voice
Jim Nicholson, synthesizer

A special thanks to my family, Lauren Amazeen, Frank Baker, Louis Calabro, Joel Chadabe, Marianne Finckel, Jeffrey Levine, Randall Neale, Maxine Newman, and Nadi Qamar.

*Premiere

This concert is being presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree.